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Ms. Sandra Bolton, PM; 
Chairperson, 
Youth Justice Committee, 
Corner of George & Alice Streets, 
Brisbane. 4000. 

Dear Ms. Bolton, 

P.mai{
:Mo6ife---

15th November 2023. 

Australia's escalating decline in behaviour standards and the escalation of the resulting 
consequences is a national disgrace. 

The attached has gone nation-wide, as of late last year, and inter-national this year. 
Everyone of significance in the Legal System - across Australia - has a copy and NOT ONE 
person has agreed or disagreed with the contents - because what I am saying is correct. 

If anyone was to agree - they would automatically condemn the Legal System to being 
wilfully guilty of Community Abuse. Something similar also applies to the insufficiency of 
Political Leadership. Politics ignores our Right to "saving us from destruction" - happy to sit 
back and treat our destruction in the most superficial way- that solves nothing. 

As for the Youth Behaviour epidemic- it is all contained in the attached - and so-too the 
style of rehabilitation needed for the salvation of offenders. See page 7. 

As is the case with ALL major problems - if we fail to correct the foundation-cause of our 
National Disaster Crisis - we are deliberately imposing on the National Community a future of 
destruction. Our quality of life will shatter. 

Does this have to happen, before decency finally prevails, Ms. Bolton? 

Feel free to share the attached document and its contents. 

"When in doubt - ask a woman." 
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EXPLANATION. 

The attached has gone to over 400 leading politicians, state and federal, the heads of the 
legal system in each state, the Chief Justices across Australia and two judges of the High 
Court and Commissioners of Police, State & federal. No one has challenged the contents. 

ALL sections of the Media have copies but not one has run a program on the cause of our 
escalating crisis-situation. In contrast, the Media has specialised in "complaining" not in 
solution. Australia is not alone. The United States of America - is no different. 

NOT ONE person in Australia has challenged what I have said in the document. It is 
indeed the truth because I investigate things, as a professional problem-solver. 

NOT ONE has explained why the damaging part of our constitution has never been changed 
- when it is illegal & abusive not too. 

The Legal System is supposed to be there to protect us, but this obligation has been utterly 
ignored. We are now suffering the worst act of Community Abuse in our history - and no one 
has any focus on rectification. Our escalating, down-hill plunge will completely undermine our 
quality of life, as a community. Why has nothing been done - in the USA? 

Crime, misconduct and corruption will dominate our way of life - across the board. 

You cannot truly solve a problem - without solving the foundation-cause of it. 
If that is not achieved superficial treatment will solve nothing. 

How do we define leadership stupidity? 

Bad behaviour has been allowed to escalate for decades and now it is the worst in history. 
Please seriously consider the massive impact of this escalating, bad behaviour crisis. 

1. Look at the impact on state & federal budgets & Centrelink. 
2. The escalating size of police numbers in each state. 
3. The cost of expanding jail and youth facilities. 
4. The cost of imprisonment and now youth rehabilitation. 
5. The impact of crime & corruption on the innocent in the community. 
6. The escalation of Youth Crime at younger ages. 
7. The massive escalation of theft - across Australian businesses. 
8. The theft of goods for sale in so many shops. 
9. The impact on Insurance Policies. 
10. The cost of facilities in shops to try and stop thieves walking out with stolen goods. 
11. It gets harder to find well behaved people. 
12. The amount of money spent by shop-owners to cut off those stealing good. 

"The Save Our Future Campaign." 



COMMUNITY ABUSE. 
THE WORST IN OUR HISTORY. 

AND NO ONE IN OUR LEADERSHIP CARES. 

Where do we go in Australia to find justice? Our legal System has failed to protect us and the 
superficial, Political System is basically inept. No one has done anything to maintain 
standards - that determine our quality of life together. The following is proof of this. 

CONSTITUTIONS. As an ethical, Justice of the Peace, in my 50th year as such, I have been 
seriously involved assisting others. I am an experienced, successful problem-solver. This 
includes considerable time working with constitutions including the compilation of them. One 
of the circumstances that has always attracted attention is the following - "if part or parts of a 
constitution becomes a threat to the integrity of the organisation, it is mandatory to 
immediately change the offending part." Because it is mandatory it is not a matter for debate 
or one to be put to a referendum. 

Part of our national constitution is highly destructive. It limits our management to superficial 
performance that corrects nothing so prevention is impossible. This destructive "policy" that 
controls us is called - "band aid application." I was an experienced problem-solver in the 
construction industry and became aware of this "policy" in the mismanagement of several 
high-rise buildings. People empowered to manage the building did not want to spend money 
so a superficial plastering of corrosion took place - instead of genuine repair. This policy 
encouraged the escalation of corrosion throughout the building. After some ten-years or so, 
corrosion was eating into the main structure of the whole building. This band aid application 
policy - after a full investigation took place - was declared illegal. 

Despite this, the management of Australia is ignoring the escalating corrosion of our 
behaviour and quality of life. Look at the cost of it while corrosion escalates. 

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT. Experts in Futures Management have toured Australia for 
many decades, holding conferences for businesspeople and private enterprise in general. 
They explain the necessity to look ahead - ten, thirty & fifty years - at the changing 
circumstance of life in reality and the need to change the way we think and perform, in order 
to adjust and avoid disaster. The impact of these conferences assisted private enterprise 
because professional management means getting out in front, seriously engaged in 
correction and prevention. In contrast, these conferences held to assist bureaucracy made no 
difference at all, because our constitution limits bureaucracy to the opposite - "bring up the 
rear, always behind us watching things deteriorate and doing nothing until we face a serious 
crisis." Then, the performance is not one of correction but rather a blatant act of superficiality 
- patching over the problem - the opposite to professional management. 

Where do we go to get justice? 

THE DAMAGE. The alarm-bells were ringing, back in the early 1960's and even then there 
was concern for the apparent demise of ethical people. This has escalated out of control and 
has undermined the integrity of performance in so many directions. A classic example is the 
fall of integrity in the JP Commission - for the first time in 800-years. Only ethical people 
were allowed to hold the Commission but that ceased in the 1990's when politics declared 
that it was too hard to find ethical people. That opened the floodgates and hell rushed in. 
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So much else has highlighted the escalation of our corrosion epidemic. 

1. The quality social education is at an all-time-low and keeps falling undermining 
the quality of performance and integrity across-the-board. We have no means by 
which to protect ourselves. Bad behaviour escalates. 

2. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE and abuse. It was August 2023 when the Queensland Police 
Commissioner announced that Domestic Violence was NOW the worst in history. The 
same applies to domestic abuse and domination. This also impacts on their children. 

3. THE DISPLAY OF GENUINE LOVE - has been undermined because love is about 
decency, respect and courtesy and this threesome promotes kindness. The 
escalating loss has caused the demise of so many relationships - with both family & 
friends. The massive impact of this has had enormous health problems. 

4. LONELINESS - is not an epidemic across Australia. It is getting harder and harder to 
find compassionate friendships - forcing people into a life on their own. Many of us are 
born to have a partner that feeds our need for "balance in life." Not having the 
"balance" provided by a partner has a shattering impact on quality of life - often 
promoting things like "anxiety attacks" and times of depression. 

5. THE QUALITY OF PARENTING - continues to fall, with each generation, with a 
constant escalation of irresponsibility in adult behaviour. 

6. CHILD RIGHTS. It matters not how indecent are people they are entitled to breed 
children. There is nothing in the constitution that allows us to protect children, the most 
vulnerable of our species, from indecent parents. A superficial version of Child Rights 
solves nothing. 

7. CHILD ABUSE - is everywhere, today, and it comes in so many forms, yet we have 
never had rehabilitation facilities for the badly raise, badly behaved children & youth. 
Jails are part of the behaviour problem not part of a solution. 

8. CHILD & YOUTH CRIME- and misconduct across Australia is so alarming today that 
it could only be classified as rampant, domestic terrorism. Behaving badly is fun. 

9. THE POLICING OF PARENTING - Never have parents been held accountable for the 
behaviour of their children. Why? It is not the child's fault to be raised badly. 

10. Look at the impact of this bad behaviour causing the decline of the quality of academic 
education. Look at the escalating volume of child brutality against teachers. 

11. This same crisis escalates into adulthood, with so many people - male & female -
resorting to armaments of one sort or another with which to attack innocent people - in 
robberies, break-and-enters and vehicle theft. Men and women who go shopping in 
daylight are increasingly held up and robbed - in public. It has become a way-of-life. 

12. Irresponsibility on our roads advertises the level of disrespect and irresponsibility that 
is drowning us. 

13. The indecency of our constitution limits our legal system to the superficial handing out 
of punishment that solves nothing. Much of the punishment, today, is nothing but a 
"nuisance" to offenders who suffer it and then plunge back into bad behaviour. 

WHERE DO WE GO TO GET JUSTICE? This became the alarming question after I had 
systematically addressed the constitutional problems with politicians - state and federal. I 
emailed a formal document to many asking why changing the constitution had been ignored, 
despite the damage imposed on the community. NOT ONE POLITICIAN REPLIED. 

So, in 2022, my presentations became more personal and still - not one person replied. As 
an ethical, Justice of the Peace for almost 50-years, I am entitled to know why. The Media 
has done nothing to support the community. The following leaders were formally asked. 

1. The Secretary of the Prime Ministers Department & Cabinet. No reply. 
2. The Federal Attorney General. No reply. 
3. The President of the Australian Law Council. No reply. 

"The Save Our Future Campaign." 



4. The ACT Commissioner of Police - requesting an investigation to unearth the reason 
why our damaging constitution has been ignored and why no one would tell me why. 
What are they hiding, was my request. To this date - no reply. 

WHY HAS NOTHING BEEN DONE TO PROTECT US? 

The failure to change such a damaging part of a constitution, even after watching the 
damaging impact upon us unfold since 1960, is a blatant act of community abuse -the 
worst in our history. Why has the legal system done nothing to protect the Australian 
community from this destruction? Why has the Media ignored the cause of our demise? 

Another aspect of our constitution that is alarming is that no part of it allows us to "maintain 
standards" in parenting, child raising and social education - when these matters impact so 
much on the quality of life and performance in a community - nation-wide. Allowing the 
demise of ethical behaviour is a massive impact on decency and justice - in decision-making 
and performance at all levels. We see this in politics where much of decision-making seems 
to be based on - self-interest, expediency & quick-fix superficially - undermining the integrity 
and justice that we have a right to expect. 

IS THE CONSTITUTION TOO COMPLEX TO CHANGE IT? 
If this is the case, why has Constitution Management never employed a Computer Engineer 
to design "the structure" of the constitution so that necessary changes of magnitude could 
be achieved? It is no different building a complex, high-rise building. Engineers would be 
engaged to design the framework to support the complexity and function of the building. 

HOW MUCH DO WE SPEND EACH YEAR ON OUR ARMY, NAVY & AIRFORCE? 
They are there to protect us from a destructive invasion. Why is nothing spent on protecting 
us from the destructive impact of the "band aid application policy" in our constitution? It has, 
so far, shattered our quality of life, as a community. Child abuse is ruining us, nationally. 

HOW DO WE DEFINE COMMUNITY ABUSE & CORRUPT MANAGEMENT? 

Where do we go to get justice? 
What do we do in 50-years or so when bad behaviour has engulfed us, as a nation? 
How do we seriously correct the alarming escalation of child & youth domestic terrorism? 
How can we rectify our deteriorated status when bad behaviour has flooded politics? 
How can the badly behaved uphold the integrity of the administration of law & justice? 

The cost of this blatant act of Community Abuse now represents the biggest impact on 
State & Federal Budgets - and law enforcement in history. Look at the billions-of-dollars 
wasted on the result of the "crash of standards" - over the past 40-years. The wasted money 
superficially dealing with the ever-escalating impact of child & youth - "domestic terrorism" -
is massive. AND NOTHING THAT WE DO EMBRACES - SOLUTION. 

THE FIRE ANT EPIDEMIC - started in Australia about 20-years ago and experts warned 
politics of the massive threat they caused to our future. Instead of launching a meaningful 
eradication program, politics has treated it in the most superficial way. The Fire Ant threat is 
now massive. This is the same attitude that politics has applied to our BAD BEHAVIOUR 
crisis. The political attitude is to do as little as possible. Politics leads us to ruination. 

WE MUST CHANGE - NOW- & SAVE AUSTRALIA. 

"The Save Our Future Campaign." 



OUR PATH TO RECOVERY. 

We must immediately establish a Change the Constitution Commission. 
The Commission must be independent of politics. The Commission must be made up of 
people of proven "ability driven experience" - men and women problem solvers in the world 
of reality, skilled in dealing with the constant changing circumstances of life. These people 
will always "aim for the best result" - never to water down the result. The current 
academics who have made a mess of our status will remain in the background as "advisors" 
only IF required. They will have no leadership or control status. As a professional chairman, I 
would be delighted to Chair the new Commission and select to team to save us. 

WHAT DO WE CHANGE. This will be the end of the insane -band aid application policy. It 
will change forever the focus and quality of political leadership. For the first time, politics will 
become "professional managers" out in front of us, looking into the future and planning ahead 
to avoid trouble - instead of sitting in the background watching and assisting deterioration. 
Correction and prevention - is our new, highly intelligent direction - and we all benefit. It will 
have a massive impact reducing the huge volume of time, effort and money wasted on 
today's "superficial performance." 

RAISING UP SOCIAL EDUCATION. We must take control of maintaining the standard of 
what we do and how we do it. This starts with a constant, reliable quality of social education 
applied to ALL children equally. It is a fundamental that you cannot teach what you do not 
know. The new Constitution must address this. We must, therefore, treated social 
education with at least the same importance given to academic education. 

The school Curriculum, from Pre-School on, would be extended to include social 
education classes, each week. This would lengthen the time at school each day. By doing so, 
ALL children get the same "basic education" in social education - equally - nation-wide. All 
other classes would up-hold the better social education focus. It will be a fundamental 
necessity to re-establish the foundation of social education to be based on discipline, 
obedience & respect. Look at the Armed Forces. The regularity, consistency and 
predictability of behaviour in the Army, Navy & Air Force has been cemented in place, for 
generations - based on enforced, discipline, obedience & respect - physically imposed by 
practical disciplinarians. It is disciplinarians who must teach social education in schools. 

It is this three-some that produces ethical behaviour and a dedication to decency, courtesy, 
respect and the embrace of justice - as a way of life. Imagine how better would be our quality 
of life together if such behaviour dominated our community. The new direction must focus on 
a rebirth of ethcal behaviour and this will raise up the quality of performance and reliability. 

Teaching all children equally, nation-wide would create an enormous improvement in our 
quality of life - far into the future - and be a model for other countries to follow -

• It would automatically improve the standard of social education per generation. 
• It would improve the quality of parenting - per generation. 
• Seriously reduce Foster Parenting. Child abuse would fall to a small number. 
• Misconduct in schools and in society would diminish enormously. 
• Abuse of teachers would likewise diminish and then cease to exist. 
• Crime & misconduct - generally - would diminish enormously - and the cost of it. 
• The size and cost of policing crime & misconduct would fall. 
• There would be a vast reduction of those before the courts and in jails. 
• Our quality of life improves - in all directions. 

"The Save Our Future Campaign." 



Included in the social education sessions would be sessions on domestic violence & abuse 
and child abuse. One of these essentials on a regular basis would be to educate girls for the 
first time in how they can do far more to lessen these abuse issues. If we cast our mind back 
to the many wildlife movies on TV and remember the number of female animal species that 
devotedly seek out the best male to father her children -the same needs to apply to 
humanity. 

STOPPING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE & ABUSE. 
This diabolical situation also needs to be included in the High School system for girls. There 
is no better way of educating people than by looking at things in reality. So, let us clearly 
explain how women can get greater control over their lives. 

DV perpetrators & dominating, controlling abusers - generally speaking - are ADDICTS. 
They are addicted to their behaviour and it gets worse-and-worse as they age. They will not 
change for the better unless they voluntarily commit to Rehabilitation. But this is not likely 
while women stay with them and keep feeding the addiction problem. 

Look at the real meaning of "love." Love is about decency, respect and support and this is the 
opposite to the behaviour of the DV & Abuse Addicts. Their focus is on keeping you with 
them so that they can extract from you your love, affection and sex to feed their selfish 
addiction - only to give back their abuse. 

The Solution: In problem-solving it is essential to look at things of similarity and see what can 
be used to assist you. In this case, women need to look at their bank account. If they were 
to invest their money, they would investigate the security of the investment and the reliability 
of the return. If this is not seriously undertaken, the result could be "financial bankruptcy." 
Girls need to be taught that every bit as valuable to their bank account is their love and 
affection. For much of life, love-and-affection has dominated women instead of the other 
way around. This being the case, the "warning signs" indicating abuse and-or violence is 
suppressed by the woman's focus on her love-and-affection. This is why so many end up 
suffering "emotional bankruptcy." If girls were taught how to rule themselves, it would have a 
serious impact on the reduction of DV & abuse - and certainly child abuse. 

Women repeatedly ask - "why have we never before had DV & abuse explained to us 
like this?" If this had been included in High School education for girls, how low would 
be the volume of DV & abuse, today? Please take control of your love & affection, ladies, 
and stop letting them control you. 

Child Rights. For the first time in history, we must introduce child rights and seriously protect 
the most vulnerable of our species. This would automatically mean the end of adult 
selfishness in parenting. The protection of child rights would mean that -

1. Parents must uphold the social education given to their children at school. 
2. Parents would be held responsible for the behaviour of their children, in society. 
3. People with a criminal past would not be allowed to be parents. 
4. People with a drug or alcohol addiction problem would not have children. 
5. People of violence and those with a dominating, ridiculing abuse addiction would not 

have children. 
6. Population control to protect bushland & wildlife is a major consideration to uphold. 

Other conditions may legitimately apply, in order to raise up child rights and child protection. 
For the first time in history, the behaviour standard of people would also be an essential in 
getting a licence to have children and a driver's licence. 
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Protecting ourselves from the gross indecency of people would be included in the new 
constitution. We will no longer pay $150,000 a year to lock up the indecent people in prison. 

1. Those who murder - die. These people would be imprisoned for 3-years so that the 
timespan would certify their guilt. They would then be euthanised. 

2. Those found guilty of international and domestic terrorism would be euthanised. 
3. Rapists would be euthanised. 
4. Paedophiles & child traffickers would be euthanised. 
5. Drug manufacturers and distributors would be euthanised. 

Correction & Prevention - is the focus and raising the standard of life in our community is 
fundamental to that. Those of us who can cast our minds back to the 1950's know what it 
was like to live in this sort of community. We rarely locked up the house. We could go 
shopping and leave the keys in the car. Courtesy, good manners and polite conversation 
dominated the public domain. Indecency, bad language and offensive behaviour was rare. 

These also need to be included in the constitution re-design. 
1. The establishment of Equal Rights between male & female as law. Those who practice 

domination over women & girls are not permitted to live in Australia. However, those 
dominated would be given access. 

2. Stop political policies that impact on the Natural Environment & Climate. 
3. Protecting Wildlife and create large wildlife Reserves around Australia. These would 

be utterly protected from any invasion from population explosion, the cutting down of 
timber, mining of any kind or any other imposition. 

4. Creating Australia as a Republic and separating from the British Commonwealth. 
5. Raise the standard of bureaucratic performance. 
6. Change the indecent purpose of the Human Rights Commission to include the 

legitimate protection of Individual Rights and stop the political dictatorialism. 

Abuser Rehabilitation Village. We need to reinvent the old CMF - Citizen's Military 
Forces - and use this facility to house the badly behaved, DV & abusers etc - of all ages -
for rehabilitation. It would be an isolated, fenced off security domain. Discipline, obedience & 
respect would be the foundation to a better life for these people. It would contain a variety of 
occupational facilities where the badly behaved - male & female would live and work, full
time and pay rent for their accommodation. The cost of maintaining the CMF Village would be 
less than the cost of bad behaviour today and the cost of jails filled to over-flowing. Those in 
the CMF Village would also be there for community assistance programs. Bad behaviour 
would be constantly on the decline - to a fraction of what it is today. Our quality of life in the 
community will be wonderful. 

There are so many other things that can be included to escalate and expand decency and 
courtesy in our future way of life. These need to be put together by ethical people whose lives 
are based on decency, courtesy, and justice. 

Stop impacting on the Natural Environment. Our constant, irresponsible impact of the 
balance of nature automatically causes nature to retaliate and impact upon humanity. Climate 
Change - is only part of this retaliatory consequence and look at the cost already. 
Protecting Wildlife. This is a fundamental part of respecting the balance of nature. Once 
again, too much of our political attitude is grossly irresponsible. Population explosion is far 
more important than is the protection of nature. 

The bad behaviour crisis - is as much a threat to our future on Earth as is the destructive 
impact that we are having on the balance of nature. Both must be treated equally. 
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THE ETHICAL ADMINISTRATION OF LAW DOES NOT CONDONE THAT WHICH HAS 
BEEN FORCED UPON US BY BAD MANAGEMENT. 

Sir James Killen, KCMG, was an ethical gentleman and a leading lawman, 
barrister. He was also a friend to me. When I asked him, in the 1980's, about a 
crisis situation he replied -

"Ethically, morally & justly- the focus MUST be on addressing the crisis 
situation and solving it to minimise any impact on people or the community." 

"What if" - I replied, referring to the power of law. Sir James replied -

"The ethical administration of Law says that the Law shall be flexible not rigid. ff 
the law gets in the way of the fundamental focus on solving a crisis situation, 
the law is pushed aside. When the crisis situation is rectified and normality is 
achieved, the law is brought back." 

1. CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION AND FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY 
WE CAN CONSENTRATE ON RAISING STANDARDS. THIS WILL SHOW THE WORLD 
TO A BETTER WAY OF LIFE. OTHER COUNTRIES ARE DETERIORATING LIKE US. 

2. IF PART OF A CONSTITUTION IMPACTS OF THE INTEGRITY OF AN ORGANISATION 
(INCLUDING AUSTRALIA AS A NATION) IT IS MANDATORY BY LAW TO CHANGE IT -
IMMEDIATELY. THIS DOES NOT REQUIRE DEBATE. THIS DOES NOT REQUIRE A 
REFERENDUM. 

3. WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD - IF WE CONTINUE TO DO NOTHING? 

CHANGING THE CONSTITUTION AND RAISING STANDARDS MEANS A BETTER LIFE, A 
FAR LESS WASTE OF TIME, EFFORT & MONEY AND A FAR HEALTHIER WAY OF LIFE
FOR ALL OF US. 

4. WHY IS "DOING NOTHING" NOT BEING HELD LEGALLY ACCOUNTABLE? 

5. WHERE DOES THE AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY FIND JUSTICE? 

6. WHERE DOES OUR ETHICAL LEADERSHIP COME FROM? 

PLEASE SUPPORT THE CAMPAIGN 
FORA BEITER. FUTURE 

AND LET AMERICA EMBRACE DECENCY. 
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About Me:- I was raised to embrace ethical behaviour. From an early age it was 
a life based on discipline, obedience and respect. Very few children. today, are raised 
to this level of decency, so life together deteriorates. Fortunately, I also developed a 
sense of humour that improved my tolerance of stress and pressure. I developed, 
during my youth, skills in problem solving and ethics became a dedicated way-of-life -
now for over 60-years. 

Problem solving dominated my career as a construction engineer, supervising 
major projects on-site. This escalated to also rescuing projects in trouble. The same 
skills are necessary - no matter what the nature of the problem. These are a devout 
understanding of logic, lateral thinking, strategy planning, getting out of the square to 
look at all sides to the issue and looking at things of similarity - looking for anything 
that can be used to assist the problem confronting you. As a result of my experience, I 
have been successfully engaged in a wide-variety of problem solving. 

This is called "Ability Driven Experience" and this defines your qualifications in dealing 
with reality and the constant changes that life throws at us on a regular basis. This is 
why, back in the days of ethical administration, academia was always intended as a 
support structure to ability driven experience - and ability driven experience must lead 
- to deal with reality. This is no longer the case. The fall of standards has elevated 
"theory" to now lead us replacing "qualifications in reality." Too much today, ignorance 
rules us. 

Ethics is like a Masters Degree in Social Education - a dedication to decency, 
courtesy, respect and justice. It is only ethical behaviour that goes hand-in-hand with 
justice. Since ethics has become such an "endangered species" - due to the 
unchallenged escalation of bad social education - justice is much harder to find in life 
today. As a result, my dedication has been to community assistance, abuse of woman 
& kids, trying to "stop-the-ror and address our down-hill plunge and the reason for it. 
Hence - this document - based on past experience is generally ignored - even by the 
Media and Law Agencies. 

Today, ethical administration is almost non-existent and this automatically produces 
decision-making based on disrespect for standards and ignorance. We as a 
community are suffering an ever-deteriorating standard of political administration and 
an ever-increasing decline of our quality of life together. 

HOW DO WE REVERSE THIS DESTRUCTIVE TREND? 
THE ETHICAL PEOPLE IN AUSTRALIA MUST COMBINE 

AND MAKE IT HAPPEN. 

John ll Brodie. JP. Chief Justice of the Peace - SO-years. 

Member - The Ethics Revival Centre & a devout Christian. 
Member - Australian Women Against Violence Association. 

I am a Realist not a Theorist. 

Type into Google - John R Brodie JP 
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POVERTY. My problem-solving and corrective site management of major construction 
projects stimulated people to suggest that I start my own company in Project Management. I 
registered Brodie & Associates, in 1998. A leading Developer offered me, in 1990, a $100 
million Holiday Resort project. The economy was falling, so the project needed - finance 
brokerage & finance packaging - in order to attract the $100 million. 

I knew nothing of this process that was going to take months to achieve, so I advertised for 
an experienced accountant. My lawyers and leading Accountants checked his background & 
Roger selected to prove himself as a partner. I set him up in an office on the Gold Coast 
where both he and the Leading Developer lived. Roger proved himself utterly corrupt. 

My bank manager phoned me in December 1990, to say that my bank account had been 
stripped. I lost everything - apart from my Twin Cab Ute and Siamese Cat. I ended up in 
share accommodation, with people who had no idea of peaceful co-existence. It was a 
plunge into hell. Early 1994, friends in Caloundra asked me to move in with them. He was a 
Surveyor-Town Planner and needed my help with a Civil Engineering project. My first hour in 
the office was a shattering experience. It introduced me to the impact of "emotional abuse 
injury." This shatters the part of the brain that controls our co-ordination in all that we do. I 
was in a shattered state. I could not function fluently- at anything, including conversation. 

As a JP assisting women victims of DV & abuse - it brought back memories of abused 
women who told me that they were shattered. They would knock things over, drop things and 
struggle to mix things in the kitchen. By good fortune in 1995, I got a job again, with Brisbane 
City Council - as a Base Rate Clerk - the bottom of the ladder - and moved back to 
Brisbane. I am never one to quit so I kept involving myself. I was asked to sit on the Board of 
the Qld Justices Association and try and resolve the ingrained, corruption problem 
dominating the Board. The Anglican Church asked me to represent them on the Board of the 
Brisbane Youth Service and I do-so for three years as Secretary. It was a struggle made 
worse by the horrors of the street-kid problem. But, I survived. 

I have been in poverty ever since 1991 - but I never quit. Roger Anthony Berther was 
investigated by the CIB but told me that he must have had legal advise on how to rob my 
bank account - because each time he "skirted the criminal code." I got nothing back. The 
Detective Sergeant phoned me again in 1996 to say that Roger had been found guilty of 
stealing ''Time Share" money on the Gold Coast and got 6-years jail. 

Since then, I have designed two massive Projects that would have been of great value to 
Australia - but no-one would give me the cash to do the national marketing. They had 
international support. No one gave me the cash to do the marketing. These huge inter
national projects died. 

Look at the massive amount of money wasted each year on "band aid application." Poverty is 
like a debilitating illness - it is crippling when you try to be fully functional - as I am with 
Saving Australia from this disaster situation imposed on us by corrupt leadership. Any 
assistance would be gratefully accepted, please. 

To challenge the indecency of the Legal System in the High Court & get a Court Order to 
have the damaging part of our constitution change would cost two or three million dollars. 
Changing the constitution is our only way to a better future. 

I cannot ''win the war" without the money, please. 

"The Save Our Future Campaign." 




